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Additional Parking Agreement 

 
Nepean Housing Corporation provides one parking space for each household.  Additional parking 
spaces are assigned on a first come, first served basis. 
 
This policy does not grant any right to the household to use additional parking spaces, except upon 
payment by the household of such parking charge as my be set by Nepean Housing Corporation and 
upon registration of all vehicles. 

 
 

1. The household may rent an additional parking space on a monthly basis, upon payment of the required fee. 
2. The household may rent an available parking space for their guest, as defined in the lease for the length of 

the stay required by their guest.   
3. Upon payment of the required fee, as set by Nepean Housing Corporation, the household will receive a 

temporary permit so that their guest will be permitted to park one properly licensed and roadworthy 
passenger motor vehicle or light van in the space provided.  

4.   The household agrees to ensure that; 
 

 No major repairs, overhaul, repainting, maintenance, dismantling or other major repairs are done in any 
such parking spaces on Nepean Housing Corporation property. 

 The space is kept clean and free of litter. 
 No explosive or highly inflammable substances is brought onto or left in the parking space. 
 Neither the parking space nor any other part of the Nepean Housing Corporation’s property may be used 

for any other purpose without Nepean Housing Corporation’s prior written permission. 
 Any vehicle occupying the space is removed at the household’s expense within 10 days of receipt by the 

household of written notice from Nepean Housing Corporation demanding such removal on the grounds that 
the vehicle does not, in Nepean Housing Corporation’s opinion, meet the roadworthiness or license plate 
requirements of this policy or that the parking permit has expired.  If the household fails to do this, then 
the household gives Nepean Housing Corporation the right to remove the vehicle at the household’s 
expense or the right to treat the vehicle as having been completely abandoned with no duty to account for 
the reasonableness of the expense or the proceeds which might result from any disposal of the vehicle. 

 
The household agrees that if proper permission and payment has not been received by 
Nepean Housing Corporation, the vehicle will be removed at the household’s expense. 
 
 

Parking Spot # Licence Plate #: 

Make & Model: Year & Color: 

Signature: Date: 
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